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Strongly correlated electron insulators are one of the most important classes of materials in modern solid-
state physics. We demonstrate that certain classes of Mott insulators, that usually are geometrically frustrated,
exhibit unexpected charge effects: for certain spin textures, spontaneous circular electric currents or nonuni-
form charge distribution exist in the ground state of Mott insulators. In addition, low-energy “magnetic” states
contribute comparably to the dielectric and magnetic response functions, �ik��� and �ik���, leading to inter-
esting phenomena such as dipole-active ESR transitions, rotation of the electric-field polarization, and reso-
nances which may be common to both functions producing a negative refraction index in a window of
frequencies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mott insulators are the paradigm of strongly correlated
materials. Very important materials belong to this class such
as the parent compounds for the High-Tc cuprates, colossal-
magnetoresistance manganites, and most of the quantum
magnets. Their minimal Hamiltonian is the Hubbard model
which includes a hopping term, t, and on-site Coulomb in-
teraction U. At half filling �one electron per site� and in the
large U / t limit, each site is occupied by a single electron to
avoid the strong on-site repulsion. The charge becomes lo-
calized by this mechanism and the low-energy properties are
described by the remaining spin degrees of freedom. For this
reason, Mott insulators with large U / t have been tradition-
ally considered as materials which have only magnetic prop-
erties at low energies due to their spin moments. Despite this
common conviction, we will show here that certain Mott
insulators exhibit real electric currents in loops �orbital cur-
rents� that produce orbital magnetic moments. Other spin
textures lead to a modulation of the electron charge, i.e., the
electronic density at a given site i can be different from one:
�ni��1. In particular, this can lead to an electric polarization,
i.e., to a purely electronic mechanism of multiferroic
behavior.1–5

In most cases, the orbital currents are a physical manifes-
tation of the scalar chirality that appears in numerous discus-
sions of superconducting and magnetic systems6–15 and is
defined as the average value of:

�12,3 = S1 � S2 · S3, �1�

where Si is the spin operator on site i. Particularly interesting
is the case of spin orderings with zero average moment,
�Si�=0, and nonzero scalar spin chirality ��12,3��0. Such
situation can occur naturally in two-dimensional SU�2� in-
variant systems because the order parameter �Si��0 cannot
survive thermal fluctuations according to the Mermin-

Wagner theorem.16 In contrast, the order parameter ��12,3�
can be nonzero at finite temperature because it only breaks
discrete symmetries.11,12,17,18

Besides unveiling the physical meaning of the scalar
chirality, the existence of net orbital currents �and electric-
dipole moments� has several consequences for Mott insula-
tors. Spins are coupled not only to a magnetic field but also
to an electric field. Moreover, nonvanishing matrix elements
of the polarization between the ground state and excited
magnetic states result in a nonvanishing contribution to the
dielectric tensor, �ik���, at low energies, with optical
strengths comparable to those of the magnetic-susceptibility
tensor �ik���.

The apparent contradiction between the insulating nature
of the system and the existence of nonzero orbital currents is
resolved when we notice that electrons are not completely
localized on their ions for finite U / t. In fact, the effective
Heisenberg interaction, J� t2 /U, results from a partial delo-
calization: an electron gains kinetic energy by “visiting” vir-
tually a neighboring site, but this only occurs if the spins are
opposite on both sites �Pauli’s principle�. Similarly, the elec-
tron can move along a closed loop generating local currents
that depend on the spin structure along the loop.

II. CHARGE EFFECTS IN MAGNETIC STATES

We start by considering a half-filled Hubbard model on a
general lattice:

H = − �
ij�

tij�ci�
† cj� + cj�

† ci�� +
U

2 �
i

�ni − 1�2, �2�

where sites are labeled by indices i , j, ci�
† �ci�� is the creation

�annihilation� operator of an electron with spin � on site i
and ni=��ci�

† ci� is the number operator. For tij =0, the

lowest-energy eigenstates, ��̃	�, of the Hamiltonian are the
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2N �spin degeneracy� states with one electron per site �N is
the number of sites�. The excited or polar eigenstates have at
least one double-occupied site and they are separated from
the 2N-degenerate ground state by a gap nU, where n is the
number of double-occupied sites. As tij becomes nonzero, the
spin degeneracy is lifted because the lowest-energy subspace
is mixed with the polar states. The new 2N states,

��	�=e−S��̃	�, that are adiabatically connected with the states,

��̃	�, via the unitary transformation e−S, generate the sub-
space S of “magnetic” states. The projection of H into S
leads to an effective low-energy Heisenberg spin Hamil-

tonian, H̃= PeSHe−SP, �P is the projector on the S subspace�,
which is obtained by standard degenerate perturbation theory

in t /U
1 and acts on the states ��̃	�. Consequently, H̃ is
expressed in terms of spin operators:

Si
� = �

�,	
ci�

† ��	
� ci	, �3�

where �� are the Pauli matrices and �= �x ,y ,z�. The expres-

sion of H̃ to order t2 is:

H̃�2� = �
ij

Jij�Si · S j − 1/4� , �4�

with Jij =4tij
2 /U �the usual superexchange�. To describe the

physical properties of magnetic states, it is convenient to
project not only the Hamiltonian but also any other physical

operator, O, in order to obtain the effective operator, Õ

=PeSOe−SP, that acts on the states ��̃	�: ��i�O�� j�
= ��̃i�Õ��̃ j� �see Appendix�. The effective operator Õ is al-
ways a function of the spin operators Si.

We will consider first the current operator

Iij =
ietijrij

�rij
�
�

�cj�
† ci�

• − ci�
† cj�� �5�

between sites i and j. Since the shortest loop is a triangle, the
lowest-order nonvanishing contribution to the current opera-
tor is t3 /U2 and contains the product of three spin operators.
The current is a scalar under spin rotations and it is odd
under time reversal and under spatial inversion. The only
possible expression involving three spin operators is the sca-
lar chirality operator �1�. Using perturbation theory,19 �see
Appendix�, we find that the contribution to the current in the
bond 1,2 from the triangle 1–2–3 is:

Ĩ12,3 =
r12

r12

24e

�

t12t23t31

U2 	S1 � S2
 · S3. �6�

Equation �6� shows that a net scalar spin chirality leads to a
net orbital current circulating in the corresponding triangle
	see Fig. 1�a�
.20 This current produces an orbital magnetic

moment L̃ijk��ij,kẑ, where ẑ is normal to the plane of the
triangle. Equation �6� explains the origin of the linear cou-
pling between magnetic field and �ij,k found by Motrunich21

in the spin Hamitonian H̃ when a nonzero vector potential is
included in H. We note that orbital currents only appear for

noncoplanar magnetically ordered states, as L̃z is propor-

tional to a solid angle formed by the spin vectors �S1�, �S2�,
and �S3�.

The orientation of the orbital moments depends on the
spin texture and on the signs of tij. It is important to note that
for extended lattices the current on a given bond is the sum
of the loop currents in all the triangles to which that bond

belongs: Ĩij = �rij /rij��kIij,k. In some particular cases, the net
current on the bond is zero because different contributions
cancel each other. For instance, two-dimensional systems
may have no currents inside the crystal although a net cur-
rent appears on the perimeter �see Fig. 2�.

In contrast, currents do not exist necessarily on the sur-
face of three-dimensional systems. The regular S=1 /2
single-tetrahedron with antiferromagnetic Heisenberg
interactions22 provides the simplest example of this situation.
The two singlet ground states can be chosen to have nonzero
�and opposite� scalar chiralty,6 while the net current on each
bond is zero. The same is true for the “four in” or “four out”
structure 	Fig. 1�b�
 that results for higher spins in presence
of a strong uniaxial 	1, 1, 1
 anisotropy. However, the
structures “three in–one out” or “two in–two out” �spin ice�,
which can be stabilized by an external field, have nonzero
net orbital currents as shown in Figs. 1�c� and 1�d�.

In a similar way, we derive an expression for the projected
local electron number operator ñi. This operator is a scalar
under rotations in spin space, i.e., it must be a function of the
combinations Si ·S j. The first nonzero contribution to a de-
viation �ñi from unity is �see Appendix�

�ñ1 = ñ1 − 1 = 8
t12t23t31

U3 	S1 · �S2 + S3� − 2S2 · S3
 . �7�

A similar expression holds for the charges at sites 2 and 3
after a cyclic permutation of indices. The spin structure of
the charge operator is uniquely fixed by the invariance of ñ1
under time-reversal symmetry and the interchange of sites 2
and 3, as well as by the conservation of total charge of the
triangle: �i=1

3 �ñi=0. Hence, the average electron density at a
given site of a Mott insulator depends on the spin structure
and is not necessarily equal to one.

(a) r1

r3r2

r1

r3r2

+ -

b) c) d)

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Ground states with nonzero electric
current of the C3 invariant Heisenberg triangle. The circular arrows
indicate circular currents, and �+,−� indicate the sign of the scalar
chirality. �b�–�d� Noncoplanar spin configuration in a pyrochlore
lattice. �b� Four spins point inward along the principal diagonals;
the net currents are zero. �c� Three spins point inward while the
other one points outwards leading to a net current circulating in the
opposite triangle. �d� Two spins point inward and the other two
point outward. The orbital current circulates in a loop formed by
four edges of the tetrahedron.
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The charge redistribution in a single equilateral triangle
induces an electric dipole in magnetic states 	see Fig. 3�a�
:

P̃x = 4�3ea�t/U�3	S1 · �S2 + S3� − 2S2 · S3
 ,

P̃y = 12ea�t/U�3S1 · �S2 − S3� , �8�

where a is the distance between sites.
For an extended lattice, these electric dipoles can appear

spontaneously or can be induced by a magnetic field. In par-
ticular, an equilateral triangle with the classical coplanar
120° spin ordering does not have charge redistribution in the
ground state due to the C3 symmetry of the spin structure.
However, for an easy-plane anisotropy, an in-plane magnetic
field perpendicular to the bond 2–3 cants the spins in such a
way that �S1 ·S2�= �S1 ·S3� becomes larger than �S2 ·S3� in-
ducing an electric-dipole moment in the field direction 	see
Fig. 3�b�
. Thus, a nonzero electric polarization of pure elec-
tronic origin appears in such nonsymmetric spin
configuration.23 It is important to note that for an extended
lattice, the charge on a given site is a sum of contributions
coming from all the triangles that contain such site.

The projected dipole and current operators are identically
zero for bipartite lattices with nearest-neighbor hoppings.24

This results from the invariance of H under the product of
particle hole and hopping t→−t transformations, while P
and I are odd under this transformation. Thus, in perturbation
series in t /U, the only terms that contribute to P and I origi-
nate from loops with odd number of hoppings.

The electric dipole induced by virtual electron hopping
has the same form as the one resulting from the dependence
of the exchange constants on ion displacements ui �magne-
tostriction�: Jij �Jij�0�+un ·�un

Jij. Minimizing the sum of
the magnetic energy �JijSi ·S j and the lattice distortion en-
ergy with respect to ui, we find that the resulting electric
dipole of a triangle is expressed in terms of scalar products
Si ·S j. Due to the symmetry considerations discussed above,
the spin structure of the dipole is the same as in Eq. �8�,
while the coefficient is e��un

J� /K, where K is the lattice
spring constant. The estimate for this coefficient is eaJ /U,
i.e., the magnetostriction contribution to the dipolar moment
may be larger by a factor of order t /U. Electronic dipoles,

P̃e, corresponding to Eq. �8�, together with the spin-
dependent dipoles originating from magnetostriction lead to
the coupling between spins and electric field �eZl is the
charge of an ion l�:

H̃e = − P̃ · E, P̃ = P̃e + �
ijl

eZlKl
−1�Si · S j − 1/4��ul

Jij . �9�

III. CHARGES AND CURRENTS IN THE GROUND
STATE

There are many physical consequences of our main results
Eqs. �6� and �7�. We start by discussing the static conse-
quences for the ground state. According to our results, spon-
taneous currents and corresponding orbital moments should
appear for nonzero scalar chirality, e.g., for noncoplanar spin
textures. Typical examples were already shown in Fig. 1. For
lattice systems, the contributions from adjacent triangles to
the current on a given bond may cancel each other even
when each triangle has nonzero spin chirality. When this
cancellation does not occur, a long-range ordered pattern of
chiralities leads to a corresponding ordering of currents ac-
cording to Eq. �6�. As it was mentioned in Sec. I, chiral
ordering can exist even in the absence of spin ordering.18

Two widely discussed structures in kagome lattices are those
with homogeneous vector chirality, �123= �S1�S2+S2�S3
+S3�S1� �q=0 structure�, and with staggered vector chiral-
ity ��3��3 structure�.9,25,26 In both cases, if there is an easy-
plane anisotropy, the umbrella structure induced by a mag-
netic field perpendicular to the lattice has nonzero orbital
moments. As shown in Fig. 4, the pattern of currents and
orbital moments is uniform in the first case, and staggered
for the latter case �despite the fact that the net spin moment is
the same�. The coupling of the net orbital moment to an
external magnetic field favors the uniform state.

According to Eq. �7�, certain bond-ordered spin structures
will lead to a charge redistribution, or spin-driven charge-
density wave �S-CDW�, which, in particular, can lead to fer-
roelectricity. The basic effects are already illustrated in Fig.
3. There are many compounds, known as trinuclear spin

FIG. 2. Example of a system with uniform scalar spin chirality
but no net currents in the interior bonds due to cancellation between
the contributions from the adjacent triangles �dashed arrows�. A net
current �full arrows� appears on the perimeter because such bonds
belong to only one triangle.

r3r2

r1

y

x

(a)

(b)

r3
r2

r1

B=0

r3
r2

r1

B��

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Example of magnetic state with non-
zero polarization indicated by the arrow. The two spins inside the
oval form a singlet and the unpaired spin can be up or down. This is
one of the degenerate ground states of the antiferromagnetic
Heisenberg Hamiltonian on an equilateral triangle, which according
to Eq. �8�, has a nonzero electric-dipole moment. �b� Example of
electric polarization induced by a magnetic field B.
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complexes, that contain such isolated triangles. Triangular
clusters exist in magnetic molecules such as “V15”
K6	V15

IVAs6O42�H2O�
 ·8H2O �Ref. 27� or form well-ordered
solids. In particular, the magnetic structure found in
La4Cu3MoO12 �Ref. 28� should, according to Eq. �8�, give
rise to charge redistribution with nonzero total electric polar-
ization, i.e., this system should be multiferroic. A simple ex-
ample of a spin-driven charge modulation is given by the 1/3
plateau phase of the S=1 /2 kagome lattice. This state has the
local structure shown in Fig. 4�c�, with a resonating singlet
state on the hexagons and up spins in between,25 and could
be a long-range ordered valence-bond crystal.26 A similar
situation arises for the several magnetization plateaus in the
Shastry-Sutherland system SrCu2�BO3�2.29 The states at each
plateau consist of ordered arrays of singlet and triplet dimers
which according to Eq. �8� should lead to a spin-driven
charge density wave.

When magnetic ordering breaks inversion symmetry, the
concomitant charge redistribution gives rise to net electric
polarization. A simple example is provided by the saw-tooth
chain formed by corner-sharing triangles �see Fig. 5�.30 Due
to the inequivalence of the A and B sublattices, the induced
electric charges qA and qB are different even in the disordered
spin state. For some ratios between the nearest-neighbor
A-A and A-B AFM exchange interactions, the spin-1/2
saw-tooth chain has the dimerized ground state:31

�Sn ·Sn+1�=�+��−1�n, which results in an additional charge
redistribution �see also Refs. 32 and 33�. The presence of the
site and bond density waves breaks inversion symmetry33,34

and gives rise to electric polarization along the chain,

P̃ = 24ea�tAB
2 tAA/U3�� �10�

per triangle, where a is the distance between two neighbor-
ing A sites.

Elementary excitations in dimerized chains are domain
walls �kinks� between two degenerate ground states. These
topological excitations carry spin 1/2 localized at the domain
boundary 	see Fig. 5�b�
. Since kinks in the saw-tooth chain
are also 180° domain walls separating two ferroelectric do-
mains with opposite polarizations, they carry an electric
charge, Q= 2P /a, independent of details of the kink’s spin
structure �see also Ref. 33�. Kinks in isolated chains are
mobile35,36 and can carry spin and charge.

IV. DYNAMICAL PROPERTIES OF MAGNETIC STATES

The dependence of orbital currents and dipole moments
on the spin structure leads to an interplay between magnetic
and electric dynamical properties of Mott insulators. One can
easily show, see Eq. �12� below, that the electric-dipole mo-
ment has nondiagonal matrix elements between states with
opposite chiralities. Consequently, there will appear dipole-
active transitions between states with different chiralities.
This immediately leads to a number of interesting conse-
quences.

In first place, the responses of Mott insulators to ac elec-
tric and magnetic fields become quantitatively similar. The

matrix elements of P̃ between the ground state, �0�, and ex-
cited magnetic states, �n�, define the contribution of these
states to the dielectric function,

�ik��� = �0�ik −
8�

V
�

n

�no�0�P̃i�n��n�P̃k�0�
��2 − �n0

2 − i��
, �11�

at T=0 and frequencies well below the frequencies of optical

phonons. Here �→0, ��n0=En−E0, H̃�n�=En�n�, �0 is the
contribution of all the other high-frequency modes, and V is
the total volume. The expression for the magnetic response

function, �ik���, is obtained by replacing �0 with �0 and P̃
with g�BS �we neglect the effect of L̃ relative to the spin

contribution and the difference between S̃ and S�. The matrix

elements of P̃ are of order 8eat3 /U3 for the electronic con-
tribution �and eat2 /U2 for magnetostriction�, i.e., about the
same order of magnitude as the matrix elements of g�BS for
J100 K. Here, a is a characteristic interatomic distance.
Hence, the response of a Mott insulator to an ac electric field

+

+

+ + +

+

+

++

+ + +

a)

+

+

+ + +

+

-

- -

---

b)

c)

FIG. 4. �Color online� Spin configurations on a kagome lattice
that lead to a current or charge ordering in an applied magnetic
field. a� The “umbrella” phase induced by a field perpendicular to
the plane has a uniform current ordering. The  signs denote di-
rections of current. �b� The same as �a� for staggered current order-
ing. �c� Spin ordering induced by field for a Heisenberg model on a
kagome lattice.25,26 The elongated ovals indicate a resonant valence
bond state on the corresponding hexagons, while the little circles
represent spins that are polarized along the field direction. This
structure is accompanied by charge ordering: the charges on sites
belonging to hexagons and those on isolated sites should be
different.

(a)

A

B

P

+P

(b)

-P

FIG. 5. �Color online� �a� Ferroelectricity induced by dimeriza-
tion of a sawtooth chain. �b� Domain boundary between two degen-
erate ground states.
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may be similar in magnitude to the response to an ac mag-
netic field.

In second place, the presence of orbital currents in the
ground state leads to circular dichroism or rotation of the

electric-field polarization. Indeed, if �0� is an eigenstate of L̃z
with nonzero eigenvalue �orbital currents�, there are matrix

elements, �0�P̃x�n� and �n�P̃y��, that are simultaneously non-
zero. This is a consequence of the fact that current and po-
larization are associated with conjugate variables �angular
momentum and phase�. This rotation of the electric-field po-
larization is almost the same as Faraday rotation induced by
spins on the ac magnetic-field polarization. Hence, it is pos-
sible to detect orbital currents �scalar spin chirality� by mea-
suring the rotation of the electric-field polarization.37

In third place, �ik��� and �ik��� may have a common
pole. If this situation is accompanied by weak dissipation,
both quantities are negative for frequencies slightly below
the resonance, leading to a negative refraction index.38 In the
isotropic case, the states �n� have well defined total spin S
and z-projection Sz. The operator P preserves these quantum
numbers. In contrast, Sx and Sy connect states with different
total spin. Therefore, the excited states that contribute to
�ik��� and �ik��� are different in general, and the corre-
sponding resonances appear at different frequencies. A non-
zero spin-orbit interaction couples the spin and the scalar
chirality �orbital currents�: it lowers the energy of the states
with opposite spin and chiral moments while it increases the
energy of states with the same orientation of the spin and
chiral moments. Consequently, if the energy spectrum has a
Kramers degeneracy, the corresponding eigenstates will have
opposite spin and scalar spin chiralities. In such case, ac
magnetic or electric fields will induce transitions between the
same pair of doublets �same frequency� although different
pairs of states: an ac magnetic field changes the spin without
changing the scalar spin chirality, while an ac electric field
changes the scalar chirality without changing the spin. In
both cases, the relative spin and chiral orientation is changed
leading to common resonance frequencies for �ik��� and
�ik���.

The single triangle provides the simplest case for illustrat-
ing the aforementioned properties. In absence of
Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya �DM� coupling, the ground state of
the S=1 /2 equilateral triangle with antiferromagnetic
Heisenberg interactions is a quartet with total spin ST=1 /2;
the extra degeneracy is due to the scalar chirality 	Eq. �1�

that can be positive or negative. The higher energy ST=3 /2
quartet is separated from the ground-state quartet by a gap
3J /2. The full space of the low-energy quartet can be de-
scribed as a direct product of spin and pseudospin variables.
By using the expressions �6� and �8� for the orbital current,

P̃x and P̃y in terms of spin operators, we find that

P̃x = − CTx, P̃y = CTy, ��a/U�Ĩ = Tz, �12�

where C=12�3ea�t /U�3 and �Tx ,Ty ,Tz� are Pauli matrices
that operate in the pseudospin subspace. 	We recall that, ac-
cording to Eq. �6�, Tz is proportional to the scalar spin chiral-
ity �1�.
 The resulting SU�2� commutation relations,
	T� ,T	
= i���	T� for the current and polarization operators is

a consequence of the projection and the fact that they are
conjugate variables. From Eq. �12� we immediately see that
an electric field has nondiagonal matrix elements and will
lead to transitions between states with opposite chiralities.
Note, that the commutator of P̃x and P̃y does not vanish in
the restricted S subspace, although Px and Py commute in the
original Hilbert space of H. Note also that the eigenstates of
Tz break the time-reversal symmetry 	see Fig. 1�a�
, while

the eigenstates of P̃x 	see Fig. 3�a�
 and P̃y, which are linear
combinations of states with opposite spin chirality, break the
spatial C3 symmetry. The states in the lowest-energy quartet,
�� ,��, are labeled by their pseudospin �i.e., scalar chirality�
and spin projections: TzT= 1 and ST

z = 1 /2 ��=↑ or ↓�.
In some real systems such as V15 �see Ref. 27�, the lattice

symmetry allows for a nonzero DM coupling HDM
=�ijDij · 	Si�S j
. In V15 the ST=1 /2 quartet is separated
from the ST=3 /2 quartet by a gap �3/22.6 cm−1. The
terms that mix the S=1 /2 and S=3 /2 states �with in-plane
components of the vector Dij� are relatively small. On the
other hand, the Dz term plays the role of a spin-orbit cou-

pling between the spin and the orbital moment L̃z, and splits
the ground-state quartet into two doublets ��+,↑� , �−,↓�� and
��+,↓� , �−,↑��, by an energy �=�3Dz0.24 cm−1 �see Fig.
6�. Consequently, the system exhibits the following proper-
ties:

I. As follows from Eqs. �6�, �9�, and �12�, an ac electric
field induces transitions between states with opposite chiral-
ity �opposite Tz�. In absence of a static magnetic field, this
dipole-allowed microwave absorption has the same reso-
nance frequency, �0=� /�, as the usual electron-spin-
resonance �ESR� line, and the intensities are comparable.
Thus we have here a new dipole-active “ESR”-like transi-
tion, caused not by the magnetic field but by the electric
component of an ac electromagnetic field. In a static mag-
netic field, B, the absorption frequency due to the ac electric
field remains the same, while the ESR frequency splits lin-
early in B 	see Fig. 6�a�
. On the other hand, an electric field
mixes and splits states with the same spin and opposite
chirality, increasing the frequency of the usual ESR and of
the new electric microwave transitions 	see Fig. 6�b�
.

II. Slightly below �0, both �ii��� and �ii��� �i=x ,y� are
negative if dissipation is weak, leading to a negative refrac-
tion index.

III. The off-diagonal elements �xy��� and �yx��� are non-
zero at low temperatures in the presence of a magnetic field
which splits the lowest-energy doublet. This results in a

E
ne
rg
y

+

B

Electric +

-
-

E

Electric and
magnetic

(a) (b)

Magnetic

FIG. 6. �Color online� Magnetic energy levels of a single tri-
angle with Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya interaction. �a� As a function of
applied dc magnetic field. Blue �red� arrows show transitions in-
duced by ac electric �magnetic, EPR� field. �b� As a function of a dc
electric field.
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strong rotation of the electric-field polarization at frequencies
of order �0.

IV. The electric field causes transitions between states
with the same total spin. Therefore, �ik��� changes with the
ground-state magnetization until the contribution of mag-
netic states vanishes when all spins become aligned in the
field direction. Hence, measurements of the dielectric re-
sponse, including the dielectric constant �ab�0�, as a function
of magnetic field will provide information about the structure

of the magnetic spectrum. According to Eq. �11�, for P̃
=eaJ /U10−4ea, we estimate the magnetic states contribu-

tion to �ab�0� as �P̃�2N /�0.01 �where N is the concentra-
tion of molecules�. For V15 this contribution vanishes for
fields H�3 T because the ST

z =3 /2 state becomes the ground
state.

In conclusion, we showed that the standard viewpoint for
the low-energy states of Mott insulators is, in general, incor-
rect: charge degrees of freedom, which are still active at low
energies, can lead to electric orbital currents or charge modu-
lations. These electrical properties of Mott insulators distin-
guish them from the standard band insulators. The charge
ordering can exhibit electric-dipole moments, providing a
purely electronic mechanism of multiferroic behavior. In ad-
dition, the low-energy magnetic states also contribute to the
low-frequency optical properties, such as a dipole-allowed
absorption by magnetic excitations well below the Hubbard
gap. An even more striking property is the possibility of
having persistent electronic orbital currents in the ground
state of Mott insulators. The corresponding orbital moments
can be detected by measuring the resulting rotation of the
electric-field polarization or by nuclear-magnetic resonance.
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APPENDIX: DEGENERATE PERTURBATION THEORY

Here, we derive the effective current and charge operators
	Eqs. �6� and �7�
 for the low-energy subspace of the half-
filled Hubbard model �Eq. �2�� in the large U / t limit. The
low-energy subspace for t=0 is generated by all the states

���̃i�� having exactly one particle on each site �all of them
have zero energy�. Consequently, any operator acting on this
subspace can be expressed in terms of the spin 1/2 operators
Si. For nonzero t /U, the huge degeneracy is removed to sec-
ond order in t because the kinetic-energy term mixes the

unperturbed states, ���̃i��, with states containing empty and
double-occupied sites. Since the perturbed low-energy states,
���i

n��, �n is the order of the perturbation theory� are adiabati-

cally connected with the unperturbed spin states, ��̃i�
=eS��i�, the projection of any physical operator O onto the
subspace S generated by the perturbed low-energy states can
still be expressed as a function of the spin operators Si. The

projected or low-energy effective operator will be denoted as

Õ. The expression for Õ is:

Õ = PeSOe−SP , �A1�

where the anti-Hermitian matrix S is the infinitesimal gen-
erator of the canonical transformation, and P is the projector
onto the low-energy subspace S. In particular, this expres-
sion implies that:

��i�O�� j� = ��̃i�Õ��̃ j� �A2�

In particular, when O is the Hamiltonian, we have:

H̃ = PeSHe−SP . �A3�

The operator S is determined by requiring that H̃ must not
contain any term of lower order than tn, where n is the order
up to which the perturbation theory is valid. The Heisenberg

Hamitonian H̃�2� is obtained by expanding Eq. �A3� up to
order t2.

In certain cases, it is not necessary to compute the opera-

tor S because the expression of Õ is determined by the sym-
metry properties of O up to a few constants that can be
determined by using Eq. �A2�. This is the case of the current
and the charge operators as we will see below.

The shortest closed loop for obtaining nonvanishing cur-
rent and polarization operators is a triangle, i.e., a perturba-
tive expansion involving three hopping processes. Therefore,
if we are only interested in the lowest-order nontrivial �non-
zero� contribution, it is enough to compute our effective op-
erators for a single triangle and then add the contributions
from different triangles that are common to a given site �for
the charge operator� or a given bond �for the current opera-
tor�. The low-energy subspace of a single triangle of sites
a,b,c is described by the spin operators Sa, Sb and Sc. Since
the charge is a scalar and the current a vector which is odd
under time reversal, the only possible expressions involving
three spins operators are:

Ĩab,c =
erab

�rab
�Sc · �Sa � Sb� �A4�

ña = 1 + ��Sa · Sb + Sa · Sc� + ��Sb · Sc. �A5�

Here, we have also used the spatial symmetry of the equilat-
eral triangle in the second equation �the coefficients of Sa ·Sb
and Sa ·Sc must be the same�. Since the charge on each site is
exactly equal to one for the state that has total spin ST
=3 /2, we obtain ��=−2�. Therefore, the current and charge
operators are completely determined by the parameters � and
�, respectively:

Ĩab,c =
erab

�rab
�Sc · �Sa � Sb� �A6�

ña = 1 + ��Sa · Sb + Sa · Sc − 2Sb · Sc� , �A7�
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A. Determination of �

The perturbative expansion in t /U for the coefficients �
and � can be computed in the following way. We first define
an orthonormal set of four wave functions that generate an
invariant subspace of the original Hubbard Hamiltonian H
generated by the ST=1 /2, ST

z =1 /2 states which are antisym-
metric under exchange of sites b and c:

��1a� =
1
�2

�ca↑
† cb↑

† cc↓
† − ca↑

† cb↓
† cc↑

† ��0�

��2a� =
1
�2

�ca↑
† cb↑

† cb↓
† − ca↑

† cc↑
† cc↓

† ��0�

��3a� =
1
�2

�ca↑
† ca↓

† cb↑
† − ca↑

† ca↓
† cc↑

† ��0�

��4a� =
1
�2

�cb↑
† cc↑

† cc↓
† − cb↑

† cb↓
† cc↑

† ��0� . �A8�

This subspace contains the low-energy spin state ��̃1a�
= ��1a� which is the only state that has no double-occupied
sites in this set of four. It is illustrated in Fig. 3�a� and has a
nonzero mean value of 1− ña �i.e., nonvanishing polariza-
tion�. This state has nonzero matrix elements of H with the
high-energy states ��2a�, ��3a�, and ��4a�, that have the same
symmetry and contain one double-occupied site. Therefore,
for nonzero t /U, the ground state of H, ��1a�, is a linear
combination of the four states:

��1a� = �
i=1,4

�i��ia� . �A9�

By using that ��̃1a�ña��̃1a�= ��1a�na��1a�, we obtain �= 2
3 �1

−�1
2−�2

2−2�3
2�.

The Hubbard Hamiltonian is represented by the following
matrix in the basis of states given in Eq. �A8�:

�
0 2t − t − t

2t U − t t

− t − t U + t 0

− t t 0 U − t
�

Using this matrix we can compute the coefficients �i as a
power expansion in t /U:

�1 = 1 + �
j=1

�

aj� t

U
� j

�2 = �
j=1

�

bj� t

U
� j

�3 = �
j=1

�

cj� t

U
� j

�4 = �
j=1

�

dj� t

U
� j

. �A10�

By solving H��1a�=���1a� up to second order in t, we obtain
the following values of the coefficients aj, bj, cj, and dj:

a1 = 0, b1 = − 2, c1 = 1, d1 = 1,

a2 = − 3, b2 = 0, c2 = − 3, d2 = 3, �A11�

with �=−6t2 /U+O�t4 /U3�.
In this way, we obtain � to the lowest order in t /U:

� =
− 4t3

3U3 �b1b2 + 2c1c2� + O� t5

U5� = 8
t3

U3 + O� t5

U5� .

�A12�

The generalization of this result to the case of three different
hopping amplitudes, tab, tbc, and tca, is:

� = 8
tabtbctca

U3 + O� t5

U5� . �A13�

This results from the fact that the three hoppings tij must be
involved to close the loop.

B. Determination of �

We proceed in a similar way for computing the coefficient
of the current operator. In this case, we consider the follow-
ing orthonormal set of three ST=1 /2, ST

z =1 /2 wave func-
tions that are eigenvalues of the C3 rotation by 2� /3 with
eigenvalue ei� ��=2� /3� and generate an invariant subspace
of H:

��1� =
1
�3

�ca↑
† cb↑

† cc↓
† + ei�ca↓

† cb↑
† cc↑

† + e−i�ca↑
† cb↓

† cc↑
† ��0�

��2� =
1
�3

�ca↑
† ca↓

† cb↑
† + ei�cb↑

† cb↓
† cc↑

† + e−i�ca↑
† cc↑

† cc↓
† ��0�

��3� =
1
�3

�ca↑
† ca↓

† cc↑
† + ei�ca↑

† cb↑
† cb↓

† + e−i�cb↑
† cc↑

† cc↓
† ��0� ,

�A14�

Again, ��̃1�= ��1� is a low-energy state that has a nonzero

mean value of Ĩab,c. The Hamiltonian H only connects ��1�
with the high-energy states, ��2� and ��3�, that have the same
symmetry and one double-occupied site. The ground state of
H restricted to this subspace has a net current and can be
written as:

��1� = �
i=1,3

�i��i� . �A15�

The current operator Ia,b is given in Eq. �5� and its mean
value for the ground state ��1� is:

��1�Ia,b��1� =
etrab

��3rab

�− ��1
��3 + �1�3

��

+ i	��1 + �3��2
�ei� + ��1

� + �3
���2e−i�
� ,

�A16�

where �=5� /6. The coefficient � is obtained from the iden-
tity 	see Eq. �A2�
:
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�

e
��1�Ia,b��1� = ��1��Sc · �Sa � Sb���1� =

�3�

4
,

�A17�

which leads to

� =
4tab

�3
�− ��1

��3 + �1�3
�� + i	��1 + �3��2

�ei� + ��1
� + �3

���2e−i�
� .

�A18�

In this subspace, the Hamiltonian matrix is:

� 0 �3te−i� i�3t

�3tei� U − �3tei�

− i�3t − �3te−i� U
� ,

with �=5� /6. Again we expand the coefficients �i in powers
of t /U:

�1 = 1 + �
j=1

�

aj� t

U
� j

�2 = �
j=1

�

bj� t

U
� j

�3 = �
j=1

�

cj� t

U
� j

�A19�

and solve the equation H��1�=���1� up to second order in t,
obtaining:

a1 = 0, b1 = − �3ei�, c1 = i�3,

a2 = − 3, b2 = 3iei�, c2 = − 3, �A20�

By introducing these coefficients in Eq. �A18�, we obtain the
following expansion for �:

� = 24
t3

U2 + O� t5

U4� . �A21�

Again, the generalization of this result to the case of three
different hopping amplitudes tab, tbc and tca is:

� = 24
tabtbctca

U2 + O� t5

U4� , �A22�

because the three hoppings tij must be involved to close the
loop.
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